Fan-wake/outlet-guide-vane interaction broadband noise in turbofan jet engines is studied. The mechanism and some issues are first discussed using a two-dimensional gust-prediction model. An oblique gust-prediction model is then developed. Quasi-three-dimensional unsteady lift is calculated using a two-dimensional equivalence method. It is coupled with annular duct modes to obtain the sound power spectrum density. Spanwise turbulence integral length scales and their impact on power spectrum density predictions are investigated. A spanwise integration limit suitable for the complete frequency range is proposed. The model is validated using the NASA Source Diagnostic Test data. Sound power scaling with vane count B is examined. If solidity is maintained, the cascade response does not converge on the single-airfoil response, even for low vane counts. The sound power varies inversely with B at low frequency; it scales with B at very high frequency. The power spectrum density trend with the fan tip Mach number M T is also identified. It scales with M 5
= sound speed of acoustic medium in the exhaust duct B = number of outlet guide vanes C = airfoil chord lengtĥ h mn k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 = chordwise integrated unsteady lift N TURBOFAN jet engines, the dominant sources of jet noise are quadrupoles, whereas dipoles dominate fan noise. Sound power from a quadrupole scales with the flow Mach number as M 8 , and that from a dipole scales with M 4∼6 . As the bypass ratio (BPR) increases, the jet velocity and (hence) jet noise are significantly reduced; and the fan noise (tone and broadband) becomes important. For the GE90 engine, the fan exhaust (FEX) noise is comparable with jet noise at takeoff; it is higher than jet noise at cutback and approach [1] . This trend continues in modern turbofan engine designs. The FEX noise tends to overtake jet noise and dominates at all conditions. The fan tone noise is significantly reduced at a high BPR, as the pressure ratio and fan tip speed are lower. It is also controllable through mitigation technologies, such as choosing a blade/vane count ratio to cut off the fundamental blade-passing tone, increasing the spacing between airfoil rows, sweeping and leaning vanes, installing acoustic liners, etc. However, even if all fan tones are eliminated, the total system noise will only be reduced by 0.5 to 1.5 effective perceived noise level in decibels (EPNdB) [2] . On the other hand, reducing fan broadband noise (BBN) can yield a 3 to 4 EPNdB reduction in engine system noise. Over the past 50 years, research focus has been on jet noise and fan tone noise. Interest in research into fan BBN is growing to meet the challenges in modern engine designs. One of the recent developments at the NASA John H. Glenn Research Center is to build a facility to investigate fan BBN.
¶ In Europe, two consecutive projects, PROBAND and FLOCON, are devoted to turbofan broadband noise prediction and reduction [3] .
There are two types of fan BBN: 1) "self" noise, which is generated by the scattering of boundary-layer turbulence by airfoil trailing edges (TEs); and 2) interaction noise, which is generated by upstream turbulence impinging on a downstream blade row [4] . Recent experiments suggest that the dominant broadband noise source at all speeds is the interaction of fan-wake turbulence flow with outlet guide vanes (OGVs) [5] . Self-noise is important only at low M T [6, 7] . Fan-inflow turbulence interaction noise is important at high M T [8] .
In this paper, we focus on broadband noise generated by fan-wake-OGV interaction. To develop a prediction tool, three steps are involved: 1) harmonic cascade analysis, 2) broadband modeling, and 3) code development and validation. In the first step, the interaction of a plane vorticity wave (harmonic, both in space and time) with a single airfoil or a cascade is modeled [9] . Some analytical methods have been developed, such as those by Amiet [10] and Adamczyk [11] [three-dimensional (3-D) gust/single airfoil], Envia [12] (3-D gust/annular cascade at high frequency), Glegg [13] , Posson et al. [14] (3-D gust/linear cascade), etc. Semianalytical models are also available, such as the lift model by Namba [15] for 3-D gust/annular cascade, the two-dimensional (2-D) lift model by Ventres et al. [16] , and the bound vorticity 2-D model LINearized SUBsonic unsteady flow in cascade (LINSUB) by Smith [17] .
The flow and geometries are simplified for analytical treatments in these harmonic cascade analyses. How to apply them in realistic flows and geometries is the task of the second step: broadband modeling. Hanson [9] developed the BBCascade code based on Glegg's [13] analytical method. Morin [4] extended it to the BFaNS code using the strip theory. Posson et al. [18, 19] and Posson and Roger [20] carried out the analyses based on the analytical cascade response in [14] . Some other models are based on semianalytical harmonic cascade analyses. Rotor-stator interaction (RSI) by Nallasamy and Envia [21] is based on Ventres et al.'s [16] 2-D method. (The most recent RSI results can be found in [22] .) Cheong et al. [23] developed a broadband model based on LINSUB [17] . The methods of the next level of fidelity are linear Euler solvers, such as BB3-D code by Atassi and Logue [24] . Recently, there were studies using high-fidelity computational aeroacoustics (CAA) to investigate the interaction noise [3, 25, 26] . Usually, they were for single-airfoil configurations. For a cascade, a full annulus needs to be modeled, since vorticity waves have different phase lags at the passage periodic boundaries [3] . However, there are still attempts to model a single passage [25] .
High-fidelity approaches are computationally intensive, especially in the high-frequency range [22, 27] . Although analytical models are computationally efficient, they are limited to single-airfoil configurations and lack of flexibility in applications. For the purpose of conceptual and preliminary designs, a semianalytical model is appropriate, due to easier implementation, faster turnaround computation, and reasonable accuracy. It may also have some degree of flexibility. For example, LINSUB was modified to model gust-perforated cascade response in [27] . This paper is aimed at developing a quasi-3-D model for predicting fan-wake/radial OGV interaction broadband noise. Three-dimensional unsteady lift is calculated using a new semianalytical method. It is then coupled with annular duct modes to obtain in-duct total sound power. Radial variations of the mean flow and geometry are considered in the model. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. The mechanism of interaction noise is summarized in Sec. II. The prediction approach, the 2-D method, and some important issues are discussed in Sec. III. A 2-D equivalence method for oblique gust/ cascade response is introduced in the appendices, based on which the quasi-3-D broadband model is developed in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, the NASA Source Diagnostic Test (SDT) data are postprocessed. Sound power scalings with the vane count and fan speed, are identified and investigated. The test data are then used in Sec. VI to validate the mean flow simulations and the noise predictions using the proposed model. Section VII summarizes the conclusions derived from this study.
II. Mechanism of Fan Broadband Interaction Noise

A. Sound Source
The dominant source is due to vorticity waves in a fan wake interacting with OGVs; a schematic is shown in Fig. 1 . Vorticity waves induce upwash velocity at OGV surfaces. Acoustic velocity is generated to negate the upwash velocity to satisfy the impermeable boundary condition at the solid vanes, similar to sound generation by vibrating airfoils. In the acoustic analogy method, unsteady lift on OGVs due to turbulence flow is first computed. It is considered as an equivalent source for far-field sound. However, upwash velocity, and not unsteady lift, is the ultimate driver of the interaction noise.
The frequency and strength of the sound are determined by the upwash velocity. Consider a Fourier component of upwash velocity:
where ξ and η are the coordinates, respectively, in the chordwise and the chord-normal directions on the reference blade. The spanwise coordinate is z. The wave numbers in the three directions are k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 , respectively. The magnitude isŵ. The blades are assumed unloaded, and uniform flow u 0 is in the chordwise direction ξ. To satisfy the linear Euler equations, this dispersion relation must hold for vorticity waves:
Circular frequency ω is solely determined by the streamwise wave number of the vorticity wave. The only vorticity waves that generate sound at ω are those with k 1 ω∕u 0 . Sound intensity is determined by the upwash velocity magnitudeŵk 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 . Turbulence statistics, such as turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) and the dissipation rate ϖ, are readily available from Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations. To distribute the TKE among eddies of different sizes, an analytical turbulence spectrum has to be used. Three models that are valid for homogeneous and isotropic turbulence flows are available. These are Liepmann, Karman, and Gaussian spectra.
B. Cascade Effects
A cascade affects the sound generation process. Consider a sinusoidal vorticity wave impinging on a cascade. It interacts with the cascade surfaces only at discrete locations (corresponding to the blade positions). The distribution of upwash velocities in the circumferential direction is a periodic series of Dirac delta functions that can be represented by a sum of sine waves [17] . Therefore, a vorticity sine wave is scattered into a number of vorticity sine waves, each of which generates sound. Of these, only a few sound waves can propagate, and they are referred to as "cut on." Figure 2b illustrates the range of wave numbers in the ellipse for cut-on sound waves. These acoustic waves are generated not only by vorticity waves in the same ellipse in the wave number space but also by those in other ellipses spaced apart by 2π∕S due to scattering; see Fig. 2a . (S is the spacing between blades in the cascade.) In the NASA SDT, the vane count B was reduced with the objective to lower broadband noise [28] . However, reducing the vane count reduces the spacing between the ellipses in the vortical wave number space, and hence increases the net energy of sound-generating vortical waves for low vane counts. This, as will be shown later, compensates for the noise reduction due to a reduced number of scattering surfaces (i.e., vanes).
A cascade also affects sound propagation. Acoustic interaction between adjacent blades is strongest at zero stagger in 2-D configurations, where acoustic resonance can lead to large variations in radiated sound power. It is weaker in 3-D due to spanwise variations of gust, flow, and/or geometry (mainly solidity).
C. Effect of Duct
The effect of an annular/cylindrical duct is mainly on sound propagation. Circumferential periodicity and solid-wall boundaries in the radial direction enforce acoustic wave numbers to be discrete instead of a continuous spectrum. The acoustic dispersion relation further restricts the propagating acoustic waves. Waves with higher wave numbers are evanescent (cut off). Only cut-on acoustic waves contribute to the overall radiated sound power, and they are retained in our noise prediction model. Figure 3 illustrates the relation between vorticity waves and sound waves in the wave number space. The acoustic wave number components in the axial and the unwrapped tangential directions are α and β, respectively (shown as x and y in Fig. 1 ). The following procedure is used to compute sound power at frequency ω:
1) Identify the vorticity waves contributing to the sound at this frequency using the dispersion relation in Eq. (2) . All contributing vorticity wave number vectors must end at the dashed line in Fig. 3 .
2) In the tangential direction, acoustic wave numbers β aj 2πj∕BS are discrete (due to circumferential periodicity) and limited to the cut-on range imposed by the duct: integer j ∈ L min ; L max ; therefore, vorticity wave numbers β vjr β aj − 2πr∕S are also discrete, shown by the vectors in the figure. (The term with integer r is due to cascade scattering, shown in Fig. 2.) 3) Once the contributing vorticity wave number vectors are identified, their strength is determined by a turbulence energy spectrum, which is modeled analytically. The acoustic response from each vortical wave is then computed, weighted by the turbulence energy it contains, and summed to give the radiated sound power.
III. Prediction Approach and the Two-Dimensional
Gust Broadband Model
A. Prediction Approach
The noise prediction includes three steps. First, fan and OGV mean flows are computed using GE Global Research's in-house proprietary computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver TACOMA, following the procedure described by Sharma et al. [29] . The mean flow is first run in a multistage mode, in which one passage of the rotor and stator blade rows is modeled. A mixing plane is used to exchange circumferentially averaged quantities between the two blade rows. Another mean flow computation is carried out on a finer grid in the fan/OGV gap to convect the fan wake from the fan trailing edge to the OGV leading edge (LE). The output of this step is the circumferentially averaged mean flow, the TKE, and the turbulence dissipation rate ϖ near the OGV LE. The flow, turbulence statistics, and local cascade geometry at each radial location are used in the noise prediction. In the second step, turbulence energy for each vorticity wave is computed using the Liepmann spectrum, and the gust/cascade response is computed either by the LINSUB/Amiet combination method for 2-D gusts or by the 2-D equivalence method for oblique gusts, developed by Ju and Mani [30] . For the 2-D model described in this section, the output is the power spectrum density (PSD) per span. For the quasi-3-D model described in the next section, a third step is carried out to couple unsteady lift at each radial location with annular duct modes to compute in-duct total sound power.
B. Two-Dimensional Prediction Model and Turbulence Spectrum Reduction
The 2-D model is based on the method developed by Cheong et al. [23] , with some modifications. The modifications in the current model are the following: 1) the geometry and the mean flow are taken at the midspan; 2) only cut-on modes are included; 3) Amiet's highfrequency response [10] is combined with LINSUB (LINSUB served as a Green's function).
Homogenous and isotropic turbulence is assumed. A study by Grace et al. [22] SDT data better in terms of the longitudinal integral length, whereas the Gaussian spectrum fits the lateral integral length better. The large-eddy simulation (LES) by Laborderie et al. [26] showed that the Liepmann spectrum fits the numerical results better. The Liepmann spectrum is adopted in our predictions:
The time-averaged upwash velocity is w 2∕3TKE p . Λ is the turbulence integral length. To apply Eq. (3) in a 2-D method, some works disregard contributions from oblique gusts (k 3 ≠ 0). The analysis in Sec. IV.A shows that sound is mainly generated by 2-D gusts (k 3 0) only when the turbulence integral length is small and duct mode shapes are ignored. Ignoring oblique gust effect usually underpredicts sound power [22] . Another approach, as adopted in [23] , is to assume the same cascade response for all k 3 . Our study shows that, at a low frequency, unsteady lift (both magnitude and phase) varies little with k 3 . (Details are presented in [30] .) At a high frequency, the major effect of k 3 is on phase; the variation of magnitude is minimal. Since turbulence energy is concentrated in the low k 3 range [as implied in Eq. (3)], equal response for all k 3 is also used in our 2-D predictions. Then, the energy spectrum in Eq. (3) is integrated over k 3 in the cut-on range as in [9] 
C. Nonsmoothness in Sound Power Spectra
Nonsmoothness in the predicted PSD, as marked in Fig. 4 , is typical of 2-D methods that use semianalytical methods. Three types of nonsmoothness can be identified. Small peaks are due to the variation of the number of cut-on modes with frequency. As the frequency increases, the acoustic power factor as defined in equation 21 of Cheong et al. [31] increases, whereas the turbulence energy density and cascade response decrease. Therefore, the total PSD (equal to vorticity wave energy response acoustic power factor) decreases, until, at a frequency, one more mode cuts on. The PSD jumps after this frequency, since more power is added by this cut-on mode. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
The second type of nonsmoothness in Fig. 4 is the large peaks/ valleys in the midfrequency range: sometimes appearing as tones. They are due to cascade resonances, resulting from acoustic interaction between adjacent airfoils. It does not occur in a single-airfoil configuration. The key parameter is the interblade phase angle (IBPA) σ. The IBPA controls how the sources (upwash velocities) at different blades coordinate to generate the sound field. For a zerostagger cascade, if σ π, the total velocity at the interface in the middle of the passage is zero. The acoustic field in one passage is exactly the same as a single airfoil vibrating in a wind tunnel. If the wind-tunnel height (i.e., cascade pitch) S m 1∕2λ (λ: wavelength, m 0; 1; 2; : : : ), the airfoil vibrates with the highest fluctuating velocity and zero lift; sound waves are the crosssection standing waves, which are also called cross-section resonance or Runyan modes [32] . Minimum interference occurs when σ π∕2. Each blade behaves as if it is isolated, and the effective solidity is halved. Similar analysis applies for arbitrary staggers ( [33] equations 53a and 53b).
The third type of nonsmoothness seen in Fig. 4 at high frequencies is the erroneous response from LINSUB. A collocation method is used in LINSUB to solve the bound vorticity integral equation. This method is computationally intensive and gives the wrong response at high reduced frequencies.
D. High-Frequency Single-Airfoil Approximation
The erroneous response from LINSUB at high reduced frequencies cannot be eliminated by simply increasing the number of collocation points on the blade. To overcome this limitation, a highfrequency approximation is employed. At low solidity and high frequency, acoustic interactions between the adjacent blades and between the LE and TE on the same blade are weak; therefore, singleairfoil approximations may apply [34] . Asymptotic formulas were developed to take advantage of this feature, such as those for a single airfoil in [11, 35, 36] , for a flat wing with finite span in [37] , etc.
Amiet's formula in [35] is adopted in this work. It is used to replace the collocation method in LINSUB to calculate bound vorticity, which is then fed into LINSUB to compute the acoustic field. LINSUB serves as a Green's function in this LINSUB/Amiet combination method. A Fig. 4 Wiggles in the PSD using LINSUB due to 1) variation of number of cut-on modes, 2) cascade resonance, and 3) erroneous response. result using this approach is shown in Fig. 6 . The erroneous response at high frequency is eliminated. The result matches the LINSUB well, except at very low frequency. The single-airfoil approximation is valid for Mλ∕1 − M 2 >π∕2, where reduced frequency λ ωC∕u 0 [35] . The frequency above which the approximation is valid for cascades is higher: Mλ∕1 − M 2 > 5 for the upstream PSD and Mλ∕1 − M 2 > 20 for the downstream PSD for the test case in Fig. 6 .
E. Modeling of Turbulence Statistics
Turbulence in fan wakes is not periodic between cascade passages. However, turbulence statistics (TKE and Λ) are periodic. Nallasamy and Envia [21] model this periodicity by separating wake turbulence from background turbulence. The two turbulence components (wake and background) are assumed uncorrelated. The wake TKE is modeled as a periodic train of Gaussian functions. Uniform length scales are used for both the background and wake turbulence. Jurdic et al. [38] , Soulat et al. [39] , Dieste and Gabard [40] , and Posson et al. [18] followed the same approach.
Tones are generated by a mean velocity deficit interacting with the OGVs. The mean velocity profile must be modeled to predict tones. However, for broadband noise, OGVs experience randomly varying upwash velocity, even though the turbulence statistics are periodic. A typical turbulence length scale in the SDT is about 5% of the span of a fan blade, which is smaller than the pitch of a typical OGV cascade. Therefore, the correlation of upwash velocity between vanes is small. It may suffice to use circumferentially averaged turbulence in broadband noise predictions for high-BPR engines. In the SDT data, no strong peaks were found around the blade-passing frequency (BPF) and its harmonics in the broadband noise spectra. This is the evidence of small turbulence scales in fan wakes.
In Eq. (3), the energy of each vorticity wave is linearly proportional to the TKE and nonlinearly related to Λ. The TKE is additive as long as Λ is uniform in the cascade passage. This explains why modeling the circumferential distribution of the TKE is not needed. What matters is the total or the averaged TKE in the wake. Structures of turbulence statistics (periodicity, wake width, etc.) have little effect as long as the integral length scale is uniform. Similar conclusion can be inferred from figures 15, 16, and 20 in [40] , as well as from RSI results in [22, 41] . Figure 7 compares the PSD spectra using different wake turbulence models. There is little difference between the results using the averaged TKE and the Gaussian distributed TKE.
The integral length scale Λ has a significant impact on the shapes of the turbulence spectra and PSD, shown in Fig. 8 . It is necessary to model integral length scales in the background and in the wake separately. Therefore, this simple model is recommended:
1) The background and wake turbulence are modeled separately.
2) For each, the circumferentially averaged TKE and integral length scale are used.
IV. Quasi-Three-Dimensional Gust Broadband Model in Annular Duct
A quasi-3-D broadband model is developed in this paper. Radial distributions of mean flow and geometry are considered based on the strip theory. Unsteady lift on blade surfaces due to oblique gustlinear cascade interaction is computed using the 2-D equivalence method. It is coupled with annular duct modes to obtain noise power in the exhaust duct. The detailed derivation of the PSD [Eq. (C8)] is given in Appendix C. Radial turbulence integral lengths and their impact on the predicted PSD are discussed in this section.
A. Sound Power Spectrum in Uniform Flow
Since the cross-power spectral density Φ ww k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 for homogeneous turbulence is used in the broadband model, the integration range of Δr in Eq. (C8) must be near r. This restriction can be removed if the mean flow and the turbulence statistics are uniform. Then, Eq. (C8) becomes Frequency in BPF Fig. 7 PSD using different wake turbulence models (Λ 3.95 mm in background and wake): averaged TI 1.38% used in both wake and background (dotted line); background TI 1% and wake TI 0.96% (solid line); wake turbulence structure modeled as in Eq. (29) in [38] , background TI 1%, wake peak TI 2%, and Gaussian half − width 14.6%S (dashed line). No strip assumption is needed, and the numerically exact sound power can be obtained from this equation. Examining its integrand and ignoring the duct mode shape for the time being, one may find integration
Δr is the spanwise cross correlation of unsteady lift:
Its correlation length is
If L f is finite, the integration range of Δr in Eq. (5) can be reduced from Figure 9 depicts the impact of L r on PSD accuracy. At low frequency, the computed sound power increases with the integration limit, indicating that the integration is not converged. As L r increases, the PSD approaches the numerically exact result from the full span integration. A small L r gives reasonable accuracy only at high frequency. At low frequency, the PSD is underpredicted; larger L r is needed to achieve accuracy. For the SDT data at approach [42] , our study found L r ∼ 8Λ is suitable for the baseline OGV configuration in the entire frequency range. L r 0.5Λ, adopted in some studies, works only in the high-frequency range.
If L r is small and mode shapes vary little within the integration range, then in a region away from the duct walls,
Noise is mainly generated by 2-D gusts (k 3 0). Contributions from oblique gusts cancel each other. It is not the case for high radial modes, for regions near the duct walls, or for large turbulence length scales.
B. Sound Power Spectrum in Nonuniform Flow
If the mean flow and the turbulence statistics are not uniform, the integration limits of Δr in Eq. (C8) must be small so that the analytical turbulence spectrum is applicable and the computation of response can be simplified as):
Equation (7) is used in our predictions. In theory, the integrations should yield a real number. It is not guaranteed with numerical implementations. Therefore, the real part is taken to obtainŴ mn . The integration over r may be continuous; no strip theory is needed. The integration over Δr should be carried out in a narrow strip. The criteria of choosing range (L 1 , L 2 ) are 1) large enough to ensure integration convergence, and 2) as small as possible to ensure flow uniformity. The first criterion is important. Our study shows that we would rather have a wider integration range to ensure integration convergence, even if the requirement of flow uniformity is not met.
C. Spanwise Turbulence Integral Lengths and Integration Limits
To make Eq. (7) valid, at any radial location r, the flow and turbulence must be approximately uniform within integration range (L 1 , L 2 ). This range must be much larger than radial correlation length L f of unsteady lift so that the integration converges; and it must be as narrow as possible to ensure flow uniformity. The key is to find L f . The NASA SDT data show that the unsteady pressure field is essentially homogeneous, with only a modest variation across the vane [43] . The unsteady pressure integral length is about four times the turbulence lateral integral length. The LES results in [26] also reveal a larger unsteady pressure length scale. There is little work in the literature on modeling this length scale.
There are reasons to believe that the turbulence integral length can be used to estimate the integration range. As we have mentioned earlier, the upwash velocity on airfoils induced by turbulence flow is the ultimate sound source. The study in [30] shows that the cascade response functionĥ mn k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 depends on k 3 weakly. This simplification applies: The spanwise turbulence integral length scale is 
L C
It is also different from the length scale for the single-airfoil response defined in [10] and adopted in [18] :
The integration over k 2 in this definition accounts for the contribution to broadband noise from all the vorticity waves with the same k 1 and k 3 . For the cascade response, only a discrete number of vorticity waves contributes to broadband noise, shown by the summation over j in Eq. (8). We choose the maximum L 0 T for all k 2 in Eq. (9), as it is more conservative to ensure integration convergence:
The four length scales are compared in Fig. 10 . Figure 11 is the predicted PSD for the SDT at the approach condition using the integration limit L r equal to eight times the length scales. L 0 0 T and L A are better at high frequency. L C is better at low frequency. L T , defined in Eq. (13) and shown in Fig. 12 , is modified from L 0 0 T to improve the PSD accuracy at low frequency. L r 8L T is used as the radial integration limit in our study: 
V. NASA Source Diagnostic Test Data Analysis
The NASA SDT data reported in [42] are used to validate the proposed noise prediction methodology. Two rotors (R4 and M4) were tested in the SDT campaign. Only the R4 rotor data were used for the validation. Noise measurements were made with and without the OGVs present. In the "fan-alone" configuration (OGVs removed), a vane nozzle with variable area was used to ensure running of the fan at the same operating condition as in the "stage" configuration (OGVs present). Noise data were acquired for each set of OGVs in these two configurations so as to isolate different fan noise sources. It was expected that the fan-alone configuration would give fan self-noise and, through subtraction of these from stage configuration measurements, interaction noise could be identified. Furthermore, measurements were made with and without an aft barrier intended to shield aft-radiated noise. With the aft barrier in place, only the inlet-radiated noise would be measured.
Fan exhaust broadband noise associated with fan-wake/OGV interaction is extracted from the test data using the following procedure: 1) Tones are first removed from the full spectra.
2) Inlet-radiated noise (measured with the aft barrier in place) is then subtracted from measurements without the barrier.
3) Fan self-noise (measured in the fan-alone configuration) is subtracted out from stage measurements. This procedure to isolate the interaction noise source, however, met with limited success. The measurements reported higher noise in the fan-alone configuration than in the corresponding stage configuration. This anomaly was observed for almost the entire spectra at takeoff and cutback conditions, as well as for low (less than 0.75 BPF) and high (greater than 7 BPF) frequencies at the approach condition (see Fig. 13 ). The validation is therefore limited to the midfrequency range at the approach condition where meaningful exhaust radiated noise data are available.
The postprocessed data are next used to study the scaling laws of interaction broadband noise in the SDT. Sound power at approach with and without vane count scaling is shown in Fig. 14 . At frequencies below the BPF, noise levels are almost the same for the two vane counts. At frequencies above 2.5 BPF, the linear vane count scaling collapses the data well. The effect of the tip Mach number on the PSD is examined in Fig. 15 . The PSD subtracted by 10 logM 3.3 T yields a good data collapse. 
VI. Validation
The proposed prediction methodology is applied to two vane count configurations at three operating conditions in the SDT campaign. Comparisons with the test data are made to assess the accuracy of the approach in predicting absolute noise levels, as well as trends with vane count and fan speed.
A. Mean Flow and Turbulence Statistics
Accurate predictions of mean flow and turbulence statistics near the OGV leading edges are critical. Grace et al. [41] studied the sensitivity of the RSI software to mean flow inputs, and they found that the background turbulence intensity and integral length scale have the biggest impact. In the current study, the total pressure (PT), total temperature (TT), and flow angle are specified at the inlet boundary. CFD simulations are tuned to match the measured exitcorrected flow rates. The PT and TT from the simulations are circumferentially averaged at the location of the PT/TT rakes in the test. Figure 16 shows good agreement between the simulation and the test data at the approach condition [44] . Similar agreements are observed at cutback and at takeoff.
A mixing plane approach is used in the multistage RANS calculations [29] . Flow details in the fan wake are averaged out at the mixing plane. To obtain fan-wake information at the OGV leading edge, follow-up simulations are performed to convect the fan wake from the fan trailing edge to the OGV leading edge. Radial profiles of circumferentially averaged TKE and ϖ are extracted at the OGV leadingedge locations. The fluctuating velocity for isotropic turbulence is w 2∕3TKE p . The turbulence integral length scale is approximated by
similar to [41] . (Refer to [45] for details evaluating the integral length scales.) Figure 17 compares the root mean square (RMS) of the measured and predicted axial and circumferential components of fluctuating velocity at two axial locations downstream of the fan (denoted by Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV)1 and LDV2). The measured axial and tangential fluctuating velocities are approximately equal (especially at LDV1), justifying the assumption of isotropic turbulence made in the proposed prediction procedure. The RANS simulations underpredict turbulence intensity and dissipation rate. But, at LDV2, the simulated upwash velocity is close to the tangential fluctuating velocity in the test. The simulated turbulence intensity is used in the noise prediction without any correction.
The ratio of the integral length scales in the streamwise and the chord-normal directions is roughly 2 between 20 and 80% of the span (see figure 25 in [46] ), further justifying the isotropic turbulence assumption. Figure 18 compares predicted [using Eq. (14)] versus measured streamwise integral length scales. The prediction overestimates the integral length almost by a factor of two. This is corrected by scaling it down by a factor of 1.7 (see Fig. 18 ) before use with the proposed noise prediction process.
B. PSD Comparison
The midspan vane chord is used in the cascade response calculations. The effect of vane twist is modeled through radial variation of the stagger angle. The airfoil camber and thickness are ignored. The current model cannot capture the effects of swirling flow and the fan cascade on noise transmission, which are needed to predict inlet radiated noise [47] . Neither can it account for acoustic reflection from the fan cascade. The focus is therefore limited to exhaust noise directly radiated from the OGV. Figure 19 compares the measured exhaust noise PSD against predictions made using the 2-D equivalence method with LINSUB. Very good agreement is observed. The prediction using the 2-D equivalence method with the high-frequency single-airfoil approximation (described in Sec. III.D) is also shown. As explained in Appendix A,
is not satisfied in the 2-D equivalence method, even at high frequency when k 3 approaches the cutoff condition. And, the vane count is so large that the cascade effect cannot be ignored. Therefore, the predicted spectrum does not converge on that using LINSUB. However, it does a good job of capturing the spectrum shape in this case.
C. Vane Count Trend
A general form of vane count scaling is written as
The 2-D broadband model in [23] predicts μ 1 at high frequency. Chord C is held fixed in [23] . Also, μ 2 has been suggested by others (see, e.g., [21] and Eq. (186) in [16] ). The NASA SDT data shown in Fig. 14 exhibit two vane count trends: μ ∼ 0 at low frequency, and μ 1 at high frequency. The Boeing 18 in. LowSpeed Aeroacoustic Facility data show μ < 1 [5] . In [5, 16, 21] , the vane solidity C∕S is held fixed, which is the right metric to hold constant from geometric and dynamic scaling perspectives.
Examining Eq. (7) reveals that the sound power (per span and per k 3 ) is roughly proportional to the vane count, turbulence energy per pitch, and chordwise integrated response squared: may be considered as the numerical integration of Φ ww with interval Δt 1∕S:
When B is smaller than a critical value B c , Φ ww is a smooth function with regard to its second argument. Integral I can also be numerically integrated using Δt 1∕BS:
Therefore, this approximation applies: with the summation carried out over all cut-on modes. If C is kept constant, the IBPA and solidity vary with B, whereas the other three input parameters to LINSUB (stagger angle θ, Mach number, and reduced frequency λ) are unchanged. Figure 21a illustrates the variation ofĥ s at low frequency. When S∕C > 2.7B < 12, the acoustic interaction between blades is small;ĥ s converges on the single-airfoil approximation. When B is large (greater than 54 in Fig. 21a ), the response is inversely proportional to B (refer to the dotted line in the figure). Similar trends are found in Fig. 21b for high frequency. Also,ĥ s is inversely proportional to B for B > 100. It approaches the single-airfoil approximation when B < 25. It changes drastically for 25 < B < 100.
Solidity is kept fixed in the SDT for aerodynamic scaling. C, the IBPA, and λ increase as B reduces. (The PSD spectrum shift toward lower frequency would be expected.) Variations ofĥ s with λ at low frequency are shown in Fig. 22a . The single-airfoil response barely changes for λ > 10 and B < 27. It does not increase with λ or chord, indicating leading-edge dominance of unsteady lift. It is not the case for the cascade response. The cascade effect does not decrease with B due to the increasing chord. For small B (less than four),ĥ s scales with C or λ. For large B (greater than 11),ĥ s scales approximately with C p or λ p . A strong cascade effect also occurs at high frequency (Fig. 22b) . In the high reduced frequency range,ĥ s is fitted by a square root line. When B is very large (greater than 128),ĥ s varies smoothly and scales with C p or λ p . Figure 22 reveals that the cascade response does not approach the single-airfoil response when solidity is maintained. 
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Φ ww ∕S andĥ s scale with B and 1∕B, respectively; sound power is independent of B and μ 0. Since B c increases with frequency, μ 0 → 1 is expected in the PSD spectra as the frequency increases. Figure 23a depicts the predicted PSDs at the SDT approach condition for two vane counts (54 and 26) with the chord fixed. The noise levels for B 26 and for B 54 are almost the same at low frequency, suggesting μ 0. In the high-frequency range, the two curves with μ 1 scaling in Fig. 23b collapse well. This is consistent with the aforementioned analyses.
A similar analysis can be made when solidity is maintained. In the low-frequency range, μ is −1 for small B (less than four), and zero for larger B (greater than 11). At high frequency, μ 0 for regular B (less Fig. 24a are consistent with this analysis: the noise level for the low vane count is higher at low frequency, and it is only slightly lower at high frequency (μ ∼ 0). Also, μ 0.3 instead of μ 1 best fits in the high-frequency range, as shown in Fig. 24b . It is believed that, at the approach condition, the whole spectrum is still in the midfrequency range. When frequency goes even higher, μ 1 applies, such as a greater than 5 BPF at the cutback condition, shown in Fig. 25 .
The current method has mixed success in predicting vane count trends in the SDT. The noise increase (μ < 0) in the low-frequency range and μ 1 at very high frequency are predicted. However, μ 1 scaling applies at a frequency as low as 2.5 BPF in the test (Fig. 14) . This implies that the current model overpredicts the trailing-edge effect by ignoring the camber. Predictions using the single-airfoil highfrequency approximation, shown in Fig. 26 , give μ 1 scaling. This is consistent with the analysis of the single-airfoil response, shown in Fig. 22 . (7), one may findĥ mn ∼ M 0.5 and hŴ mn i ∼ M 4 (0.5 denotes a value higher than 0.5 and smaller than 0.6). The predictions at different operating conditions (fan speeds) for the B 54 configuration in the SDTare compared in Fig. 27 . The spectra with M 5 scaling in Fig. 27a do not collapse. Relative to the scaled sound power at takeoff, the PSD is 1.3 dB higher at cutback and 3.2 dB higher at approach. This mismatch is due to the fact that the turbulence intensity (TI) does not exactly scale with M. The takeoff operation point has the highest aerodynamic efficiency, since it is closer to the design point. Relative to the takeoff, the TI is 1 dB higher at cutback and 3.3 dB higher at approach in the mean flow simulations, which is consistent with the discrepancies shown in Fig. 27a . M 5 scaling is confirmed in Fig. 27b , in which the TI is corrected and proportional to M. "Ideal turbulence" is only possible when aerodynamic performance is optimized for each operating point. It is not the case in the SDT. The actual speed scaling depends on the actual geometries and operation conditions. M 3.3 scaling best fits both the predictions shown in Fig. 27c and the test data shown in Fig. 15 . The current model predicts this trend accurately.
VII. Conclusions
A 2-D equivalence method was recently developed for calculating oblique gust/cascade response. To employ LINearized SUBsonic unsteady flow in cascade in this method, a single-airfoil highfrequency approximation was incorporated to eliminate its erroneous response. The effect of fan-wake turbulence modeling on predicting fan/outlet guide vane interaction broadband noise was then investigated. It was found unnecessary to model the circumferential distribution of the turbulence kinetic energy for typical turbofan engines if a uniform turbulence length scale was used.
A quasi-3-D broadband model was developed. Unsteady lift due to an oblique gust was calculated using the 2-D equivalence method. It was coupled with annular duct modes to compute the in-duct total sound power. A larger spanwise integration range was required in the model to ensure integration convergence. A spanwise turbulence integral length for determining this range was given. The proposed model was validated against the NASA SDT data. Sound power scaling with vane count was examined. If the airfoil chord was fixed as the vane count B was reduced, the cascade response approached the single-airfoil response. At low frequency, the sound power was independent of B; it scaled with B at high frequency. If the solidity was kept fixed, the cascade response did not converge on the singleairfoil response, even for very small B. Linear scaling with B only applied at very high frequency. As to sound power scaling with fan speed, two scaling factors were identified: M
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T for an ideal wake, in which turbulence intensity scaled with M T ; and M 3.3 T for the tested/ simulated fan wake, in which turbulence flows were at offdesign conditions at approach and at cutback.
Geometries and mean flows were greatly simplified in the prediction process. The current results demonstrate the value of this reduced-order approach. This confirms the belief that the effects of blade thickness, camber, and angle of attack are mainly on the steady force. Their impacts on unsteady lift and noise are in higher orders. wherepx; ω is the sound pressure spectral density. In a straight, infinitely long hard-walled annular duct, 
where a d is the sound speed. The source point is x. The observation point x o is outside of the source region (either upstream or downstream). Also, α mn is used for x o ≥ x (downstream) and α − mn for x o < x (upstream). Unsteady lift on the fluid is assumed to have components only in the axial and the circumferential directions:f x andf φ . β m∕r is the tangential acoustic wave number. If we define the two-dimensional modal vector α α mn ; m∕r, then the modal amplitude A mn is proportional to the unsteady lift projected onto the modal vector: α ·f α mnfx m∕rf φ . The eigenvalue is μ mn . The eigenfunction Ψ m μ mn r in an annular duct is To compute the chordwise distribution of unsteady liftL j ξ; r at r, two approximations are to be made. First, variations of the mean flow and the cascade geometry are small within a few radial correlation lengths of unsteady lift. The second is to unwrap the annular cascade to form a linear cascade so that all terms associated with coordinate curvature in the Euler equations can be neglected. With these approximations, the linear Euler equations with uniform flow in the Cartesian coordinates apply. Then, we may employ the equivalent 2-D method introduced in Appendix A to compute unsteady lift L 0 ξ; r on the reference blade. Wake turbulence is fan locked and has a frozen pattern. In the frame (ξ 0 ξ − u 0 t, η, z) moving with the mean flow, the upwash velocity from a frozen gust iŝ The turbulence and unsteady lift are aperiodic stationary random processes. The Fourier transform of the unsteady lift is defined as
in Eqs. (B8) and (B9) yields The integration can be carried out using the trapezoidal rule in [49] , Eq. (16).
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W mn does not depend on the modal phase and the axial location. It depends on the axial wave number, frequency, Mach number, and modal amplitude. It is the two-sided PSD per circular frequency. The one-sided PSD per hertz is 4πŴ mn , with a unit of power × time ∼ density × velocity 2 × length 3
The temporal cross-power spectral density Note the singularity when κ mn 0 at the cut-on frequency.
Appendix D: Sound Power Spectrum in Two Dimensions
The quasi-3-D model [Eq. (C8)] is reduced to two dimensions to compare with the theory in [23] . Assume the annular duct width b R o − R i is much smaller than the mean radius R c R o R i ∕2, i.e., b∕R c → 0 and R i ∕R o → 1. There is a plane wave for each spinning mode m: n 0,μ m0 0,Ψ m μ m0 r 1, Substituting it into Eq. (C2), we obtain the sound power spectrum for a two-dimensional case: is assumed same for all k 3 in [23] . Note that span b is not required to be small compared with the turbulence integral length scale in this analysis.
